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Mayline Company, LLC® Wins Best Furniture Award at NAOPA 2015 for the Keep™ Modular
Wall System!
SHEBOYGAN, WI—June 26, 2015—The winners of the North American Office Products 2015
Awards (NAOPA) have been announced, and Mayline’s Keep™ Modular Wall System has won
the award for Best Product in the furniture category!
“The Keep Modular Wall System from Mayline is a mid-market modular wall solution,
competitively priced, classy, attractive as well as highly functional. The judges loved its’
flexibility, two-sided access along with multiple component options and unlimited number of
freestanding sections, which provides the perfect solution to divide and define space and
privacy in open office and collaborative work spaces,” indicated Steve Hilleard, CEO of OPI.
These awards set the industry standard and aim to find the best products and leading dealer executives in the industry.
Finalists were judged by a panel of leading resellers and the winners were announced during a packed general session at
SPR’s ABC in Las Vegas June 24th.
“Mayline is honored to be recognized for Keep™ with this prestigious, juried
NAOPA trophy,” said Rod Ganiard, VP of Sales for Mayline. “Our product and
marketing teams listened carefully to customers’ responses to an earlier
version of Keep™. Steve Hilleard and the panel of judges recognized its ability
to divide space elegantly while still providing storage and options for signage,
work space, teleconferencing modules, impromptu conference areas – most
anything that can be mounted on the attractive frames that Keep offers.”
Check out this short animation on Keep’s Build-A-Wall functionality.
About Mayline
Mayline has come a long way since it began as the Engineering Supply Company in
1939. Today we are one of the leading mid-market contract furniture manufacturers
in the U.S., offering a complete range of office furniture and custom filing and storage
solutions. We understand that each customer has unique needs and we strive to
provide the right workplace solutions to fit your style and your space. For more
information please visit www.mayline.com.
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